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1. Introduction
1.1. Historical sketch
Greek is an Indo-European language that has been spoken on the Bal-
kan Peninsula since the 2nd millennium bce. Within the language fam-
ily, correspondences with Indo-Iranian and Armenian, especially in the 
area of the morphological system, suggest a central group of languages 
that underwent innovations after other branches including Italic, Celtic, 
and Germanic had already separated from the original language. On the 
Balkan Peninsula, Greek must have come into contact with pre-Indo-
European substrate languages, but traces of them can only be seen in the 
vocabulary (loanwords: e.g. avsa,minqoj ‘bathtub’).
Greek is first attested in writing in the 14th and 13th centuries bce 
in the “Mycenaean” documents primarily from Crete, the Peloponnese, 
and central Greece. These are administrative texts (lists of tributes, al-
locations, etc.) written in the syllabic script known as “Linear B,” which 
is predominantly preserved on clay tablets from the Bronze Age palace 
archives of sites like Knossos, Mycenae, and Thebes. With the mid-20th-
century decipherment of Linear B, Greek became the Indo-European 
language family attested for the longest stretch of history.
An extensive textual tradition commences, however, only several 
centuries after the end of the Mycenaean civilization around 1200 bce. 
Its prerequisite was the takeover of the alphabet from the Northwest Se-
mitic sphere (§1.2). The earliest, at first still brief, inscriptions date from 
the 8th century and are thus approximately contemporary with the re-
cording of the Homeric epics, the Iliad and Odyssey. The latter represent 
the culmination of a centuries-old tradition of oral poetry, as shown by 
their stylistic and linguistic form (formulaic verse technique, metrically 
preserved archaisms). At the same time they constitute the most impor-
tant reference point for Greek literature in the following centuries until 
well beyond the Classical period. Thus, epic influences are unmistakable 
for example in Archaic lyric (7th–5th c.) or 5th-century Athenian tragedy.
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Our earliest extensively preserved prose texts come from the Classi-
cal era of the 5th and 4th centuries bce. Alongside historians like Hero-
dotus and Thucydides, the Athenian orators (Lysias, Demosthenes, 
etc.) and philosophers (Plato, Aristotle) are especially important here. 
Comedy (Aristophanes, Menander) gives us a glimpse of colloquial lan-
guage, which in view of the nature of the sources is otherwise accessible 
to us only to a very limited extent through meager inscriptional evidence 
(graffiti and the like). Papyrus documents referring to everyday matters 
are not available before the Hellenistic period.
An awareness of the extensive dialectal variety of Greek is indis-
pensable for the cultural understanding of all these texts. Until at least 
the 4th century every town or region uses its own local dialect, with-
out any one of the dialects being regarded as a general standard. Even 
so, most literary genres are closely associated with a specific variety. 
Epic poetry, for instance, is generally Ionic in character, and choral 
lyric Doric.
On the basis of dialectal isoglosses, only a few of which can be men-
tioned here, the dialects of the Classical period are divided into four 
groups: Aeolic, Doric-Northwest Greek, Arcado-Cypriote, and Attic-
Ionic. The first two go back to a northern Greek dialect sphere of the 2nd 
millennium bce, the others to a southern Greek one. The most important 
criterion for this distinction is the southern Greek assibilation /ti/ > /si/. 
By contrast, the change of original (not secondary) /a:/ to /ɛ:/ in Attic-
Ionic dates only to the early 1st millennium (e.g. Att.-Ion. dh/moj ‘people’ 
vs. Dor. da/moj; cf. §2). Within Attic-Ionic, most characteristic of Attic is the 
geminate consonant tt in words like qa,latta ‘sea’, where Ionic and other 
dialects have ss (qa,lassa).
During the 5th century bce, Athens established itself as a supra- 
regional power in the Aegean, not least in reaction to the growth of the 
Persian empire, which was encroaching more and more into regions of 
Greek settlement in Asia Minor. This development, together with an 
intensification of inner-Greek trade exchange, led to an increase in dia-
lect contact and mixture. Since Athens at the same time became cultur-
ally predominant, Attic spread far beyond its ancestral domain, thereby 
abandoning its most idiosyncratic traits such as the tt geminate men-
tioned above. This “internationalized” Attic is the basis of the “Koine” 
(i.e., ‘common language’) into which all the regional dialects gradually 
merged from the 4th century onward. The Koine tread its own path 
to victory from the end of that century, in the “Hellenistic” period, 
with the expansion of the Macedonian empire and its successor states 
into the Near East and Egypt (Alexandria). By Roman times at the latest, 
the old local dialects had all but disappeared. Literary and other texts 
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were now regularly written in the Koine (e.g., the New Testament, and 
before it the Septuagint), with a more or less strong orientation towards 
5th- and 4th-century Classical Attic depending on the level of education 
of each author and/or their intended audience. Due to the puristic efforts 
of the “Atticists,” Attic increasingly turned into a linguistic yardstick, 
and because of the cultural significance of the Classical authors Attic has 
formed the basis of grammatical descriptions of ancient Greek to this 
day. The following sketch, too, follows this tradition. In addition, how-
ever, important developments in the Hellenistic Koine are highlighted, 
since Greek entered into the orbit of (Late) Old Testament culture in that 
period.
1.2. Script
Just as each region of Greece in the Archaic and Classical ages had its 
own dialect (§1.1), so too did each region have its own distinctive version 
of the alphabet, which was adapted from the Phoenician alphabet prob-
ably in the 9th century. All these “local” (“epichoric”) alphabets share 
the important innovation that some of the Semitic consonant letters were 
reinterpreted as indispensable vowel symbols. Regional divergences 
especially concern the newly created supplementary letters added at 
the end of the alphabet for the phonemes /ph/, /kh/ and the phoneme 
sequence /ps/.
The Classical alphabet, which was officially introduced in Athens 
in 403/2 bce, was originally the epichoric alphabet of the East Ionians 
of Asia Minor. Characteristic are the addition of W for open /ɔ:/ at the 
end of the alphabet and the reinterpretation of H as open /ɛ:/ instead of 
earlier /h/, which was possible because East Ionic, unlike most of the 
other dialects, no longer had a phoneme /h/. After the abandonment 
of the obsolete letters « (for lost /w/: §2.2) and ò (for velar /k/ before 
back vowels) the following 24 letters were left. Most of them denote 
individual phonemes, but a few render phoneme sequences (Z, X, Y) 
(cf. further §2):
Α, α Β, β Γ, γ Δ, δ Ε, ε Ζ, ζ Η, η Θ, θ Ι, ι Κ, κ Λ, λ Μ, μ
/a(:)/ /b/ /g/ /d/ /e/ /sd/ /ɛ:/ /th/ /i(:)/ /k/ /l/ /m/
Ν, ν Ξ, ξ Ο, ο Π, π Ρ, ρ Σ,σ/ς Τ, τ Y, υ Φ, φ Χ, χ Ψ, ψ Ω, ω
/n/ /ks/ /o/ /p/ /r/ /s/ /t/ /ü(:)/ /ph/ /kh/ /ps/ /ɔ:/
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2. Phonology
2.1. Vowels
In prehistoric times, Greek had five short and five long vowels (/a(:)/, 
/e(:)/, /i(:)/, /o(:)/, /u(:)/). Until the Classical period, the short-vowel sys-
tem remained relatively stable, except that /u/ shifted to /ü/ in Attic-Ionic.
The long-vowel system not only underwent the corresponding shift 
of /u:/ to /ü:/ and – again in Attic-Ionic – the change of inherited /a:/ to /ɛ:/ 
(§1.1, 3.1.3), but also saw the addition of one back and one front vowel 
by vowel contraction (after loss of intervocalic consonants like *‑s‑) and 
compensatory lengthening (e.g. *‑Vns‑ > /-V:s-/). The long vowels /e:/ 
and /o:/ created in this way were more close than inherited /ɛ:/ and /ɔ:/, 
so that (including a similarly created new /a:/) a system with five short 
and seven long vowels resulted (Table 1). Alongside these twelve vow-
els there are short and long diphthongs, some of which are likewise in-
herited, while others (especially among the long diphthongs) arose only 
within Greek:
/ai/, /ei/, /oi/, /üi/ (< /ui/)
/au/, /eu/, /ou/
/a:i/, /ɛ:i/, /ɔ:i/
(rare) /a:u/, /ɛ:u/, /ɔ:u/
Graphically, /e:/ appears in Classical orthography as EI and /o:/ as OU. 
This was made possible by the fact that the original diphthongs /ei/ and 
/ou/, which had always been written EI and OU, monophthongized early 
to /e:/ and /o:/ respectively, merging with the secondary long vowels. The 
more open (old) long vowels /ɛ:/ and /ɔ:/, on the other hand, were written 
with H and W (§1.2).
Possibly as a result of the /u:/ > /ü:/ shift, probably already in the 
5th century, the new long vowel /o:/ developed into /u:/, so that the long 
vowels were better distributed on the back axis. There was no corresponding 
shift in the short vowels, because there was only one o-vowel there.
Table 1. Classical Greek vowels
Short Long
/i/ /ü/ /iː/ /üː/
/e/ /o/
/eː/ /oː/
/ɛː/ /ɔː/
/a/ /aː/
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Since on the front axis /i:/ remained unchanged, here there was no 
empty slot that could have been filled by /e:/. Nevertheless in the 4th cen-
tury at the latest, /e:/ was raised to /i:/, thus merging with original /i:/. 
At the same time /ɛ:/ shifted forward, becoming a new /e:/, which ulti-
mately, in the Roman period, likewise became /i:/. Once again a new /ɛ:/ 
arose at the same time, as the previous diphthong /ai/ monophthongized 
to /ɛ:/ (while /oi/ became /ü:/). The Roman period also saw the definitive 
loss of distinctive vowel quantity, which accompanied the change from 
pitch accent to stress accent (§2.3). Still later is the change from /ü(:)/ like-
wise to /i(:)/, resulting in the Byzantine–Modern Greek vowel system.
For the Hellenistic Koine, then, something like the system in Table 2 
can be laid out. The diphthongs /ai/, /oi/, /üi/, /au/, and /eu/ are pre-
served, while /a:i/, /ɛ:i/, and /ɔ:i/ have become pure long vowels through 
loss of their second element. They are still written AI, HI, WI (Byzantine a|, 
h|, w| with “i subscript”), but the pronunciation is now /a:/, /e:/, /o:/.
2.2. Consonants
During the Classical period the phonological system of Attic included 
the consonants shown in Table 3. Consonantal /w/, which in earlier 
times is still attested in various dialects (spelled «), disappeared in the 
Table 2. Koine Greek vowels and orthography
Short Long
/i/ /ü/ /iː/ /üː/ /uː/
I U I, EI U OU
/e/ /o/ /eː/ /oː/
E O H W
/a/ /aː/
A A
Table 3. Classical Greek consonants
stops /p/, /t/, / k/
/b/, /d/, /g/
/ph/, /th/, /kh/
nasals /m/, /n/
liquids /l/, /r/
fricatives /s/, /h/
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prehistory of Attic-Ionic, albeit later than its counterpart /y/; /w/ and /y/ 
were preserved only as the second component of diphthongs.
The stops comprise a labial, a dental (alveolar), and a velar series, 
each with a voiceless, voiced, and voiceless aspirated representative. 
Only in the Late Hellenistic and Roman period did the voiceless aspi-
rates /ph/, /th/, /kh/ (~ F, Q, C) become fricatives (/f/, /θ/, /x/). Also late, but 
difficult to date, is the shift of the voiced stops to voiced fricatives (/b/, 
/d/, /g/ (~ B, D, G) > /v/, /ð/, /ɣ/ ).
In addition to the labial and dental nasals with their own letters (M, 
N) there is a velar nasal [ŋ]. Since this occurs only for /n/ before a velar 
and possibly for a velar before /m/ (spelled GG, GK, GC, or GM), it does 
not have phonemic status.
Likewise, the word-initial voiceless pronunciation of the normally 
voiced /r/ is only allophonic; since Byzantine times it is graphically re-
flected by writing R with a spiritus  asper  (“rough breathing,” ~R, r`; cf. 
below), whereas early inscriptions occasionally show RH.
The phoneme /s/ is realized as [z] before voiced sounds. For the 
letter Z, a bi-phonemic pronunciation [zd] (rather than [dz]) is likely 
until the Classical period. Some time in the 4th century this must have 
been simplified to [z(z)], so that /z/ too acquired phonemic status in 
Hellenistic Greek.
Finally, the glottal fricative / h/ occurs only word-initially and in 
compound forms (e.g. eu;horkoj /eu-horkos/). While its loss in individual 
dialects such as East Ionic occurred early (“psilosis”), /h/ persists in the 
Koine well into the Roman period. However, as soon as the letter H came 
to be used for /ɛ:/ and no longer designated /h/ (§1.2), the latter sound 
was no longer written, until the Alexandrian grammarians developed 
the spiritus asper from an epigraphic variant of H, namely ├ (~ in a`-, e`- etc.).
Nasals, liquids, (voiceless) stops, and /s/ can also be geminated; the 
voiceless aspirated geminated stops are written PF, TQ, KC, with only 
the second element aspirated.
2.3. Accent
Until the Hellenistic period, Greek did not have a stress (intensity, loud-
ness) accent, but a pitch (frequency) accent. This accent can fall on one of 
the last three syllables of a word if its last syllable is short (i.e. contains a 
short vowel) or on one of the last two syllables if the last one is long (i.e. 
contains a long vowel or a diphthong); the placement of the accent for 
each word is determined paradigmatically. Accents are written in papyri 
since the Alexandrian period, but systematically only later.
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The acute accent marks high tone on a short vowel or a tone that rises 
over the duration of a long vowel/diphthong (nom. avgaqo,j). Its counter-
part is the circumflex, which marks a tone that falls over the duration of a 
long vowel/diphthong (and cannot occur on a short vowel) (gen. avgaqou/). 
The grave accent replaces the acute when the acute would fall on the last 
syllable of a word that is followed neither by a toneless (enclitic) word 
nor by a pause (e.g. at the end of a clause) (nom. avgaqo.j avnh,r). Enclitic, 
and so without their own accent, are numerous particles, unstressed 
pronouns (§3.3.5), or forms of the auxiliary verb eivmi, ‘to be’ (§3.5.2).
3. Morphology
3.1. Nouns
3.1.1. General
The declension of nouns includes five cases (nominative, genitive, da-
tive, accusative, vocative), three numbers (singular, plural, dual), and 
three genders (masculine, feminine, neuter). Traces of a separate instru-
mental, ablative, and locative are only visible as relics (cf. locative adv. 
oi;koi ‘at home’, instrumental Mycenaean-Homeric ‑pi or -fi e.g. in bi,hfi 
‘with force’). The dual, which was lost early in Ionic, survived in Attic 
until the 4th century, when it disappeared there too. The genders, as in 
many modern languages, only partly correspond with the biological sex 
of an item. To be sure, male beings are mostly masculine and female 
beings feminine, but inanimate and abstract items are far from always 
neuter, and e.g. diminutives in -ion/-i,dion (§5) are neuter even when they 
refer to persons (cf. paidi,on ‘child’).
Nouns are divided into three declensions according to the final 
sound of the stem: the first or ā‑declension, the second “thematic” or o‑
declension, and the third declension. The ā‑declension originally repre-
sents a subgroup of the third declension, but in historical times it rather 
groups with the o-declension, as o‑stem masculines, especially in the ad-
jective paradigm, are regularly paralleled by ā‑stem “motionsfeminina” 
(e.g. masc. di,kaioj, fem. dikai,a ‘equitable’). Accordingly, the o‑declension 
includes primarily masculines and neuters, and the ā‑declension femi-
nines, but exceptions do occur (e.g. fem. parqe,noj ‘maiden’), and within 
the ā‑declension there is even a special masculine type (§3.1.3). Similarly, 
in the third declension certain formal types are associated with a specific 
gender (e.g. masc. -th,r, fem. -sij, neut. -ma; cf. §5), but overall the three 
genders are balanced here.
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3.1.2. o-Declension
Masc. lo,goj ‘word’ and neut. dw/ron ‘gift’ serve as examples for the  o‑
declension. Masculines and neuters are distinguished only in the nomi-
native (and vocative) singular and the nominative and accusative plural. 
As in all neuter paradigms, the neuter nominative and accusative are 
identical. In the plural the nominative forms are also used for the voca-
tive (Table 4). Alongside -oij, the dative plural is sometimes -oisi(n) (with 
or without -n), which predominates in a few non-Attic dialects. A typical 
feature of Homeric Greek is -oio for the genitive singular.
Due to some sound changes in Attic-Ionic (esp. -ho- > -ew-), there 
is a subgroup of the o‑declension known as the “Attic” declension for 
words like new,j ‘temple’ (Table 5); because of its irregularity this is lost 
in Koine Greek.
Table 4. Classical Greek o-declension
Sg. Pl.
nom. lo,g-oj (dw/r-on) lo,g-oi (dw/r-a)
gen. lo,g-ou lo,g-wn
dat. lo,g-w| lo,g-oij
acc. lo,g-on (dw/r-on) lo,g-ouj (dw/r-a)
voc. lo,g-e (dw/r-on) = nom.
Table 5. Classical Greek “Attic” 
declension
Sg. Pl.
nom. new,j new|,
gen. new, new,n
dat. new|, new|,j
acc. new,n new,j
3.1.3. ā-Declension
Examples for the ā‑declension are fem. timh, ‘honor’ and masc. poli,thj 
‘citizen’ (Table 6). Masculines and feminines are distinct in the nomi-
native and genitive singular, where the masculines have taken over -j 
and -ou from the o‑stems; and masculines in -thj have their own vocative 
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singular. The name “ā‑declension” refers to the stem-final original /a:/ 
that in Attic-Ionic has mostly become /ɛ:/ (§2.1). In Attic the change gen-
erally does not occur after e, i, r as in cw,rā ‘land’ (gen. cw,raj beside timh/j 
etc.). Again the dative plural has a variant -aisi(n) (Homeric -h|si(n)) 
alongside -aij. In the genitive plural the typical stem-final -a-/-h- is 
missing, since -w/n is a contraction of -á̄wn.
A subgroup of the ā‑declension is formed by the otherwise identi-
cally inflected feminines like tra,peza ‘table’ with short -a and -an in the 
nominative and accusative singular. Since most of them involve the old 
suffix *‑ya that can form motionsfeminina from consonant stems, this 
type is especially common in the feminines of adjectives and participles 
of the third declension (e.g. fem. pa/sa ‘each’ < *pant‑ya alongside masc. 
pa/j with the stem pant-).
3.1.4. Third declension
According to the stem-final phoneme, the third declension is divided 
into consonant stems and vowel stems, each with further subgroups 
(r-stems, i-stems, u‑stems, etc.). The case endings are basically identi-
cal for all of them, although this fact is occasionally obscured by sound 
changes. Thus in the accusative singular the -n of the vowel stems and 
the -a of the consonant stems both go back to prehistoric *‑n: after a con-
sonant this turned into vocalic *‑n̥ > -a. Our examples for the consonant 
stems are the (masculine) r‑stem path,r ‘father’, the (feminine) dental 
stem evlpi,j ‘hope’, and the (neuter) s‑stem ge,noj ‘gender’ (whose endings 
result from vowel contraction after the loss of intervocalic *‑s‑) (Table 7). 
The example path,r shows that, depending on the individual paradigm, 
the stem can appear in as many as three “ablaut grades” (pathr-, pater-, 
patr(a)-). Since the combination of stem-ending + -j in the nominative 
singular often results in sound changes (e.g. *‑d‑s > -j in evlpi,j), the pure 
stem can best be seen in the genitive singular.
Table 6. Classical Greek ā-declension
Sg. Pl.
nom. tim-h, (poli,t-hj) tim-ai,
gen. tim-h/j (poli,t-ou) tim-w/n
dat. tim-h|/ tim-ai/j
acc. tim-h,n tim-ā́j
voc. = Nom. (poli/t-a) = Nom.
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The model paradigms for the vowel stems are the (feminine) i-stem 
po,lij ‘city’, the (masculine) u-stem ph/cuj ‘cubit’, and the diphthong stem 
basileu,j ‘king’. The original situation is obscured here, too, by the loss of 
intervocalic *‑y‑ (i-stems) or *‑w‑. Moreover Attic in particular has under-
gone some profound changes (while other dialects display, for example, 
the more transparent po,li-oj in the gen. sg.).
In the later Koine the accusatives in -a were often clarified into -an, 
and the accusative plural was harmonized with the nominative plural 
where the two had still differed in Classical Greek (i.e. -ej for -aj).
Table 7. Classical Greek third declension consonant  stems
(Masc.) r-stem
‘father’
(Fem.) dental 
stem ‘hope’
(Neut.) s-stem
‘gender’ Endings
sg. nom. path,r evlpi,j ge,noj -j/-Ø (neut. -Ø)
gen. patr-o,j evlpi,d-oj ge,nouj (< *‑es‑os) -oj
dat. patr-i, evlpi,d-i ge,nei (< *‑es‑i) -i
acc. pate,r-a evlpi,d-a ge,noj -a (neut. -Ø)
voc. pa,ter = nom. = nom. -Ø (or = nom.)
pl. nom./voc. pate,r-ej evlpi,d-ej ge,nh (< *‑es‑a) -ej (neut. -a)
gen. pate,r-wn evlpi,d-wn genw/n (< *‑es‑ōn) -wn
dat. patra,-si evlpi,-si ge,nesi (< *‑es‑si) -si(n)
acc. pate,r-aj evlpi,d-aj ge,nh (< *‑es‑a) -aj (neut. -a)
Table 8. Classical Greek third-declension vowel stems
(Fem.) i-stem
‘city’
(Masc.) u-stem
‘cubit’
Diphthong 
stem ‘king’ Endings
sg. nom. po,li-j ph/cu-j basileu,-j -j/-Ø (neut. -Ø)
gen. po,lewj ph,cewj basile,wj (< *‑ēw‑os) -oj
dat. po,lei ph,cei basilei/ (< *‑ēw‑i) -i
acc. po,li-n ph/cu-n basile,-ā (< *‑ēw‑a) -n/-a (neut. -Ø)
voc. po,li ph/cu basileu/ -Ø
pl. nom./voc. po,leij 
(< *‑ey‑es)
ph,ceij basilh/j/-ei/j 
(< *‑ēw‑es)
-ej (neut. -a)
gen. po,le-wn ph,ce-wn basile,-wn 
(< *‑ēw‑ōn)
-wn
dat. po,le-si ph,ce-si basileu/-si 
(< *‑eu‑si)
-si(n)
acc. po,leij ph,ceij basile,-āj 
(< *‑ēw‑as)
-(a)j (neut. -a)
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3.2. Adjectives
The declension of the adjectives corresponds for the most part to that of 
the nouns. As a counterpart to o-stem masculines and neuters we find 
ā-stem feminines (§3.1.1), but in compounds separate feminine forms 
occur with some frequency only in post-Classical times.
In addition to the basic form there are a comparative and a superla-
tive. Regular comparatives use the suffix -teroj (di,kaioj ‘just’ → dikaio,teroj 
‘more just’), but many lexemes have instead an older formation with 
-(i,)wn (neut. -(i,)on) (kalo,j ‘beautiful’ → kalli,wn ‘more beautiful’). This 
is inflected as an n-stem, but in the accusative singular masculine and 
feminine and in the nominative and accusative plural (all genders) there 
are also archaic s-stem forms (-(i,)w and -(i,)ouj instead of -(i,)ona and 
-(i,)onej/-(i,)onaj).
The comparative in -teroj goes with a superlative in -tatoj (dikaio,tatoj 
‘most just’, also elative ‘very just’), the comparative in -(i,)wn with a su-
perlative in -istoj (ka,llistoj ‘most beautiful’). Some adjectives have sup-
pletive forms of comparison (i.e. comparatives and superlatives from 
etymologically unrelated stems: e.g. avgaqo,j ‘good’ → belti,wn/be,ltistoj 
‘better/best’). In the Koine the use of the superlative decreases, and the 
comparative then functions also as superlative/elative.
3.3. Pronouns
3.3.1. Article
The definite article o`, h`, to, goes back to an old demonstrative pronoun. 
Its oblique cases are formed from a stem to-/th- and are inflected like 
o-stems (masc. and neut.) and ā‑stems (fem.) (thus gen. sg. tou/, th/j, tou/, 
etc.). A stem without the initial dental appears not only in the nomina-
tive singular masculine and feminine, but also in the nominative plural 
(oi`, ai`, but neut. ta,).
The article precedes its head. If there is a modifier, it comes ei-
ther in between, or else with repetition of the article after the head (o` 
avgaqo.j a;nqrwpoj or o` a;nqrwpoj o` avgaqo,j ‘the good man’). The repeti-
tion is often suppressed, however, with attributive genitives (o` bwmo.j 
tw/n qew/n ‘the altar of the gods’). The article is also used on familiar 
or recently mentioned proper names (o` Swkra,thj) and in combination 
with demonstrative pronouns (§3.3.2). By contrast, it is not used on 
 predicate nominals.
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Greek does not have an indefinite article. Indefiniteness can be sig-
naled with the indefinite pronoun tij, ti, and later also with the number 
ei-j, mi,a, e[n ‘one’ (§3.4).
3.3.2. Demonstrative pronouns
The pronoun o[de, h[de, to,de (inflected like the article + -de) kataphorically 
points forward and is used for near deixis (‘this here’). However, in post-
Classical times o[de is ousted by the more general deictic ou-toj, au[th, tou/to 
(with oblique o-stem touto- in the masc. and neut. and ā‑stem tauth- in 
the fem., but nom.pl. ou-toi, au-tai, tau/ta), which regularly points back 
to something that has been mentioned (‘this’) and may sometimes, but 
not always, be assigned to middle deixis. Far deixis is signaled by 
evkei/noj, evkei,nh, evkei/no (‘that’). All these pronouns occur with the article in 
 “predicative” position (o[de o` a;nqrwpoj ‘this person’).
3.3.3. Relative pronouns
The simple relative pronoun is o[j, h[, o[, which takes the inflection of the 
o-stems and ā‑stems respectively (gen. sg. ou-, h-j, ou-, etc.). In addition, 
there is an indefinite generalizing relative pronoun o[stij, h[tij, o[ti ‘who/
whatever’, a compound of o[j, h[, o[ + indefinite tij, ti (§3.3.4; thus gen. sg. 
ou-tinoj, h-stinoj, ou-tinoj, etc.; also gen. sg. o[tou, dat. sg. o[tw| and nom.-acc. 
neut. pl. a[tta). This is also used when the speaker cannot or will not fur-
ther specify an antecedent (e.g. sofo,j evstin o[stij e;faske ‘wise is he who 
said’, but sofo,j evstin o` avnh.r o]n o`ra/|j ‘wise is the man whom you see’). In 
the Koine, o[stij increasingly replaces simple o[j.
3.3.4. Interrogative and indefinite pronouns
The interrogative pronoun masc./fem. ti,j, neut. ti, is used substantivally 
(‘who?, what?’) and adjectivally (‘which?’). In indirect questions o[stij 
(§3.3.3) can be used as an alternative. The inflection of ti,j, ti, is based 
on a consonant stem tin- (gen. sg. ti,noj, dat. sg. ti,ni, nom. pl. ti,nej, etc.; 
alongside gen. sg. tou/, dat. sg. tw|/).
The indefinite pronoun tij, ti is formally identical with the inter-
rogative pronoun, except that it is unstressed/enclitic (a;nqrwpo,j tij ‘any 
person’, substantivally tij ‘someone’).
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The proportion interrogative ti,j: indefinite tij: relative o[j: general-
izing relative or indirect interrogative o[stij is equally found among the 
pronominal adverbs; cf. e.g.
pou/ ‘where?’ pou ‘somewhere’ ou- ‘where’ o[pou ‘where(ever)’
po,te ‘when?’ pote ‘at some time’ o[te ‘when’ o`po,te ‘when(ever)’
3.3.5. Personal pronouns
Personal pronouns (Table 9) are only used in the nominative when they are 
stressed (e.g. contrastive); elsewhere the person-marking inherent in the 
verb endings suffices. In the singular each of the other cases has both an en-
clitic and a stressed form, the latter of which is also used after prepositions.
The oblique forms of auvto,j, auvth ,  auvto, are used as a third-person ana-
phoric pronoun, which otherwise means ‘self/same’ (attributive o` auvto.j 
a;nqrwpoj ‘the same person’, predicative o` a;nqrwpoj auvto,j ‘the person 
himself’).
There are also reflexive pronouns compounded with the stem auvto- 
(e.g. acc. 1sg. evmauto,n/-h,n, 2sg. s(e)auto,n/-h,n, 3sg. e`auto,n/-h,n, 1pl. h`ma/j auvtou,j, 
2pl. u`ma/j auvtou,j, 3pl. e`autou,j or sfa/j auvtou,j). In the Koine, especially in the 
plural, the third person gradually replaces the other persons (o`rw/men e`autou,j 
‘we see ourselves’ instead of h`ma/j auvtou,j). The possessive pronouns are evmo,j 
‘my’, so,j ‘thy’, h`me,teroj ‘our’, u`me,teroj ‘your’, but already in the Classical 
period, and especially later, when unstressed the genitive of the enclitic 
personal pronouns tends to be used instead (o` fi,loj mou ‘my friend’ beside 
o` evmo.j fi,loj). The third person corresponds: o` fi,loj auvtou/ ‘his friend’.
3.4. Numbers
Whereas the ordinal numbers inflect as o‑stem or ā-stem adjectives, 
the cardinals are declinable only from ‘1’ to ‘4’ (also in combinations: 
Table 9. Classical Greek personal pronouns
First Person Second Person
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
nom. evgw, h`mei/j su, u`mei/j
gen. evmou/, mou h`mw/n sou/, sou u`mw/n
dat. evmoi, moi h`mi/n soi, soi u`mi/n
acc. evme, me h`ma/j se, se u`ma/j
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e.g. trei/j/tri,a kai. de,ka or, especially in the Hellenistic period, de,ka 
trei/j/tri,a ‘13’, ei-j/mi,a/ e[n kai. ei;kosi ‘21’, etc.), and in the hundreds (e.g. 
diako,sioi/-ai/-a ‘200’) and thousands (e.g. ci,lioi/-ai/-a ‘1000’). The word 
for ‘1’ is unique in distinguishing three genders (Table 10).
3.5. Verbs
3.5.1. General
The conjugation of the verb is so complex that the presentation here 
must be especially condensed. Most of the categories can be traced back 
to the Indo-European proto-language, but Greek has also innovated to 
an extent (e.g. passive forms) and, post-Classically, restructured or aban-
doned (e.g. rise of a periphrastic future, loss of the optative and perfect).
There are three persons, three numbers (singular, plural, dual: but 
on the dual cf. §3.1.1), four moods (indicative, subjunctive, optative, im-
perative), seven tenses (present, future, imperfect, aorist, perfect, pluper-
fect, and the rare future perfect), and three voices (“diatheses”; active, 
middle, passive). The multiplicity of forms is somewhat reduced in that 
the imperfect and pluperfect appear only in the indicative, the future 
and future perfect have neither subjunctive nor imperative, the perfect 
of the subjunctive and optative is mostly periphrastic, and the passive 
and middle are distinct only in the aorist and future (with the pas-
sive expanding in the Koine at the expense of the middle). Also part of 
the verbal paradigm are (a) an infinitive and a participle in the present, 
future, aorist, and perfect of each of the voices and (b) one verbal adjec-
tive in -to,j, which usually expresses a possibility (paideuto,j ‘educable’), 
Table 10. Classical Greek numbers
Cardinals Ordinals
 ‘1’ masc. ei-j (neut. e[n), e`no,j, e`ni ,  e[na (neut. e[n), fem. mi,a, mia/j, mia|/, mi,an prw/toj
 ‘2’ du,o, duoi/n (later du,o/duw/n), duoi/n (later dusi,), du,o deu,teroj
 ‘3’ trei/j (neut. tri,a), triw/n, trisi ,  trei/j (neut. tri,a) tri,toj
 ‘4’ te,ttar-ej (neut. -a), -wn, -si, -aj (neut. -a) te,tartoj
 ‘5’ pe,nte pe,mptoj
 ‘6’ e[x e[ktoj
 ‘7’ e`pta, e[bdomoj
 ‘8’ ovktw, o;gdooj
 ‘9’ evnne,a e;natoj
‘10’ de,ka de,katoj
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and another in -te,oj, to express a necessity (paideute,oj ‘one who must be 
educated’).
The verbs are divided into a “thematic” (in -w) and an “athematic” 
(in -mi) class. Their endings differ principally in the singular: the stem 
of the thematic verbs originally ends with an -e/o- vowel but synchroni-
cally this vowel often merges with the endings proper (cf. paideu,-o-men 
‘we educate’ vs. dei,knu-men ‘we show’).
To conjugate a verb one must know its “principal parts,” which are 
derivable only to a limited extent (in entirely regular verbs). These are 
the present stem, the active and middle future stem, the active and mid-
dle aorist stem, the active perfect stem, the mediopassive perfect stem, 
and the passive aorist stem.
3.5.2. Present and imperfect
The thematic and athematic present appear in Table 11A. The athematic 
presents (of which those in -nu ̄mi constitute the largest group) are much 
less common than the thematic ones. However, a few frequent verbs 
are inflected athematically, such as the “root presents” (comprising only 
root + ending without suffixes) eiv-mi, ‘to be’ (see below) and fh-mi, ‘to say’, 
and the “reduplicated” presents di,-dw-mi ‘to give’, ti,-qh-mi ‘to put’, and 
i[-sth-mi ‘to set up’ (with a reduplication syllable containing -i- before the 
root). Their archaic nature is still seen in the distinct ablaut grades of the 
active singular and plural (e.g. 1sg. di,dw-mi vs. 1pl. di,do-men; cf. -nu ̄- vs. 
-nu- in dei,knumi). Especially in the Hellenistic period, athematic verbs are 
entirely or partly thematized (e.g. -nu,w instead of -numi, i`sta,nw instead 
of i[sthmi).
The imperfect is also formed on the present stem (Table 11B). At 
the front, as in the other past tenses (indicative aorist and pluperfect), 
comes the “augment,” which is realized before a consonant as ev-, and 
before an initial vowel as its lengthening (e.g. evlpi,zw ‘to hope’ → imperf. 
h;lpizon, a;gw ‘to lead’ → imperf. h=gon with /ɛ:/ < /a:/). The imperfect also 
carries the “secondary endings,” which originally were distinguished 
from the “primary endings” of the present only in that they had no final 
*‑i. Synchronically, however, this relationship is barely recognizable any 
more. In thematic verbs with vowel-final stems (“contract verbs” in -e,w, 
-a,w, -o,w), the result of the contraction of this vowel with the ending is a 
somewhat distinct inflection that is, however, regular when the relevant 
contraction rules are taken into account (e.g. a + e/h = ā, thus 3sg. imperf. 
ev-ti,ma-ej > evti,māj from tima,w ‘to honor’; e + o = ou, thus 1pl. pres. poie,-omen 
> poiou/men from poie,w ‘to make’).
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Table 11. Classical Greek present-stem verb inflection
Thematic ‘to educate’ Athematic ‘to show’
Active Middle-passive Active Middle-passive 
A. Present
sg. 1st paideu,-w paideu,-omai dei,knu-̄mi dei,knu-mai
2nd paideu,-eij paideu,-h|/-ei dei,knu-̄j dei,knu-sai
3rd paideu,-ei paideu,-etai dei,knu-̄si(n) dei,knu-tai
pl. 1st paideu,-omen paideu-o,meqa dei,knu-men deiknu,-meqa
2nd paideu,-ete paideu,-esqe dei,knu-te dei,knu-sqe
3rd paideu,-ousi(n) paideu,-ontai deiknu,-a¯si(n) dei,knu-ntai
inf. paideu,-ein paideu,-esqai deiknu,-nai dei,knu-sqai
part. masc. paideu,-wn, -ontoj paideu-o,menoj deiknū-́j, -ntoj deiknu,-menoj
fem. paideu,-ousa, 
-ou,shj
paideu-ome,nh deiknu/-sa, -shj deiknu-me,nh
neut. paideu/-on, -ontoj paideu-o,menon deiknu,-n, -ntoj deiknu,-menon
B. Imperfect
sg. 1st ev-pai,deu-on ev-paideu-o,mhn ev-dei,knu¯-n ev-deiknu,-mhn
2nd ev-pai,deu-ej ev-paideu,-ou ev-dei,knu¯-j ev-dei,knu-so
3rd ev-pai,deu-e(n) ev-paideu,-eto ev-dei,knu¯ ev-dei,knu-to
pl. 1st ev-paideu,-omen ev-paideu-o,meqa ev-dei,knu-men e-deiknu,-meqa
2nd ev-paideu,-ete ev-paideu,-esqe ev-dei,knu-te ev-dei,knu-sqe
3rd ev-pai,deu-on ev-paideu,-onto ev-dei,knu-san ev-dei,knu-nto
C. Imperative
sg. 2nd pai,deu-e paideu,-ou dei,knū dei,knu-so
3rd paideu-e,tw paideu-e,sqw deiknu,-tw deiknu,-sqw
pl. 2nd paideu,-ete paideu,-esqe dei,knu-te dei,knu-sqe
3rd paideu-o,ntwn 
(paideu-e,twsan)
paideu-e,sqwn 
(paideu-e,sqwsan)
deiknu,-ntwn deiknu,-sqwn
‘to put’
D. Subjunctive
sg. paideu,-w, -h|j, -h| paideu,-wmai, -h|, 
-htai
tiq-w/, -h|/j, -h|/ tiq-w/mai, 
-h|/, -h/tai
pl. paideu,-wmen, 
-hte, -wsi(n)
paideu-w,meqa, 
-hsqe,-wntai
tiq-w/men, 
-h/te, -w/si(n)
tiq-w,meqa, 
-h/sqe, -w/ntai
E. Optative
sg. paideu,-oimi, -oij, 
-oi
paideu-oi,mhn, -oio, 
-oito
tiq-ei,mhn, 
-ei/o, -ei/to
tiq-ei,hn, 
-ei,hj, -ei,h
pl. paideu,-oimen, 
-oite, -oien
paideu-oi,meqa, 
-oisqe, -ointo
tiq-ei/men/
-ei,hmen, -ei/te/
-ei,hte, -ei/en/
-ei,hsan
tiq-ei,meqa, 
-ei/sqe,-ei/nto
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There is an imperative (Table 11C; Hellenistic innovations in paren-
theses) for the second and third person (e.g. paideue,tw ‘he must educate!’).
The subjunctive (Table  11D) is characterized by long-vowel (“pri-
mary”) endings, which were transferred from the thematic inflection to 
the athematic early on. Where the indicative has -h-/-w- (1sg. act., 2sg. 
mid.-pass.), it does not differ from the subjunctive.
The optative, lastly (Table 11E), is marked by a diphthong before the 
endings (of the “secondary” set, except in the 1sg. act.). Thematic verbs 
have forms with -oi-, athematic ones with -oi(h)-, -ai(h)-, or -ei(h)- accord-
ing to the vowel of the verb root (e.g. tiqei,hn ‘I would put’ from tiqe-, 
didoi,hn ‘I would give’ from dido-, i`stai,hn ‘I would set up’ from i`sta-). 
Since the verbs in -numi have been assimilated to the thematic verbs in the 
subjunctive and optative (subj. deiknu,-w, opt. deiknu,-oimi), ti,qhmi ‘to put’ is 
used here as an example of the athematic inflection. Its subjunctives are 
again explained by vowel contraction (e.g. 1sg. tiqw/ < *tiqe,-w).
The athematic conjugation of eivmi, ‘to be’ (Table 12) is important (inf. 
ei=nai, part. masc. w;n, o;ntoj, fem. ou=sa, ou;shj, neut. o;n, o;ntoj). Hellenistic 
forms, which to an extent prefigure the later transfer of the verb into the 
middle (eivmi, → ei=mai), are again parenthesized.
3.5.3. Aorist
In the productive “sigmatic” aorist (Table 13) an element -s(a)- fol-
lows the verbal root (but the -s- is sometimes obscured: e.g. h;ggeila ‘I 
announced’ with -eil- < *‑els‑ from the pres. avgge,llw). The endings are 
similar to the thematic secondary endings, but they have -a- in place of 
-e/o- except in the 3sg. active. As an aspectual category (§4.2.2), the aorist 
also has (unaugmented) modal forms, infinitives, and participles. The 
Table 12. Conjugation of eivmi,, ‘to be’
Indicative Subjunctive Optative Imperative
Present Imperfect Present Present Present
sg. 1st eivmi, h=n, older h= (h;mhn) w= ei;hn
2nd ei= h=sqa (h=j) h|=j ei;hj i;sqi
3rd evsti, h=n h|= ei;h e;stw
pl. 1st evsme,n h=men (h;meqa) w=men ei=men/ei;hmen
2nd evste, h=(s)te h=te ei=te/ei;hte e;ste
3rd eivsi,(n) h=san w=si(n) ei=en/ei;hsan e;stwn/o;ntwn 
(e;stwsan)
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Table 13. Classical Greek aorist-stem verb inflection
Active Middle
Indicative
 sg. 1st ev-pai,deu-sa ev-paideu-sa,mhn
2nd ev-pai,deu-saj ev-paideu,-sw
3rd ev-pai,deu-se(n) ev-paideu,-sato
 pl. 1st ev-paideu,-samen ev-paideu-sa,meqa
2nd ev-paideu,-sate ev-paideu,-sasqe
3rd ev-pai,deu-san ev-paideu,-santo
Imperative
 sg. 2nd pai,deu-son pai,deu-sai
3rd paideu-sa,tw paideu-sa,sqw
 pl. 2nd paideu,-sate paideu,-sasqe
3rd paideu-sa,ntwn (paideu-sa,twsan) paideu-sa,sqwn (p.-sa,sqwsan)
Subjunctive paideu,-sw, -sh|j etc. paideu,-swmai, -sh| etc.
Optative paideu,-saimi, -saij (-seiaj),
-sai (-seie(n)), -saimen, -saite,
-saien (-seian)
paideu-sai,mhn, -saio, -saito,
-sai,meqa, -saisqe, -sainto
Infinitive paideu/-sai paideu,-sasqai
Participle
masc. paideu,-sāj, -santoj paideu-sa,menoj
fem. paideu,-sāsa, -sá̄shj paideu-same,nh
neut. paideu/-san, -santoj paideu-sa,menon
subjunctive endings are identical with those of the present, but other-
wise here too, except in the infinitive active and the 2sg. imperative, the 
“alpha-thematic” system described above holds. Note that in Attic the 
parenthesized variants of the optative prevail.
The aorist passive stem (Table 14) is marked by -(q)h-, to which in the 
indicative the active athematic secondary endings are added (without 
-q- e.g. ev-ko,p-h-n from ko,ptw ‘to strike’).
Instead of a sigmatic aorist, many verbs have an (older) thematic or 
“strong” aorist, whose inflection to a great extent corresponds to that 
of the thematic imperfect or the non-indicative moods of the present. 
However, its stem is different from the present stem (e.g. pres. ba,ll-w 
‘to throw’ with imperf. e;-ball-on, but aor. indic. act. e;-bal-on, subj. ba,l-w, 
opt. ba,l-oimi, imv. 2sg. ba,l-e, inf. bal-ei/n, etc.). Especially common are the 
aorists ei=pon ‘I said’ (suppletive of the pres. le,gw) and middle evgeno,mhn ‘I 
became’ (from pres. gi,gnomai or suppletive of eivmi,; but Hellenistic Greek 
has pass. evgenh,qhn instead). In later stages of the language, fusion with 
the “alpha-thematic” inflection is typical (at first 3pl. ei=pan in place of 
ei=pon, later 2sg. e;grayej ‘you wrote’ in place of e;grayaj from gra,fw, etc.).
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Much rarer are the mostly intransitive “root aorists” (unsuffixed ver-
bal root + ending), whose inflection is similar to that of the passive aorist 
in -qhn (1sg. indic. e;-bh-n ‘I went’, subj. bw/, opt. bai,hn, etc.).
3.5.4. Future
The future (Table 15) must have arisen at least in part from an aorist sub-
junctive. It likewise has the tense marker -s-, followed by the thematic 
(primary) endings.
The formation of the passive generally resembles the passive aorist, 
with the tense marker -s- combined with -(q)h-. However, it uses middle 
endings (1sg. paideu-qh,-somai), just as elsewhere the future in Classical 
Attic, less so in the Koine, often has middle forms (e.g. feu,xomai ‘I will 
flee’ beside pres. feu,gw, e;somai ‘I will be’ beside eivmi,).
A future without -s-, which looks like a present in -e,w, is found 
with verb roots ending in liquids or nasals (e.g. me,nw ‘to stay’, fut. menw/) 
and with verbs ending in -i,zw (e.g. nomi,zw ‘to think’, fut. nomiw/). This 
formation originated in roots like kale- ‘to call’, in which intervocalic 
Table 14. Classical Greek aorist passive  stem
Indicative ev-paideu,-qhn, -qhj etc.
Subjunctive paideu-qw/, -qh|/j etc.
Optative paideu-qei,hn, -qei,hj etc.
Infinitive paideu-qh/nai
Imperative
sg. paideu,-qhti, -qh,tw
pl. paideu,-qhte, -qe,ntwn (-qh,twsan)
Participle
masc. paideu-qei,j, -qe,ntoj
fem. paideu-qei/sa, -qei,shj
neut. paideu-qe,n, -qe,ntoj
Table 15. Classical Greek future
Active Middle
Indicative paideu,-sw, -seij etc. paideu,-somai, -sh| /-sei etc.
Optative paideu,-soimi, -soij etc. paideu-soi,mhn, -soio etc.
Infinitive paideu,-sein paideu,-sesqai
Participle paideu,-swn etc. paideu-so,menoj etc.
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-s- regularly disappeared (*kale,-sw > kale,w > kalw/) and was not restored 
as in paideu,sw (by analogy with cases like dei,xw = *dei,k-sw ‘I will show’). 
The Koine here regularizes (kale,sw, nomi,sw, etc.).
3.5.5. Perfect, pluperfect, and future perfect
The perfect (Table 16A) has (a) in the active a special set of endings that 
despite similarities with the alpha-thematic endings of the aorist are dif-
ferent in origin; (b) in the most productive type, and again only in the 
active, a stem-forming suffix -k-; and (c) throughout a reduplication syl-
lable containing the vowel -e-, in which normally the initial consonant 
of the root is repeated (Cxe-Cx . . . ). If this is aspirated, the unaspirated 
counterpart appears (e.g. te,-qh-ka ‘I have put’). In roots beginning with 
more than one consonant (except stop plus liquid clusters like kl-, dr-) or 
with r`-, simple ev- is used (e.g. e;-kti-ka ‘I have founded’ from kti,zw), and 
with an initial vowel the reduplication syllable is the same as the (length-
ened) augment (e.g. h=ca ‘I have led’ from a;gw). The reduplicated perfect 
stem is also found in the future perfect and the pluperfect (the latter still 
being augmented in Classical times) (Table 16B). In the middle/passive, 
perfect and pluperfect take the athematic primary and secondary end-
ings respectively. The moods of the perfect and the active future perfect 
are formed periphrastically with the corresponding forms of eivmi, + per-
fect participle (pepaideukw.j w=/ei;hn/e;somai, etc.). Occasional periphrastic 
forms also occur elsewhere already in Classical times.
Table 16. Classical Greek perfect and pluperfect
Active Middle-Passive
A. Perfect
pe-pai,deu-ka, -kaj, -ke(n), -kamen,  -kate, 
-kāsi(n) (later -kan)
pe-pai,deu-mai, -sai, -tai, -meqa, -sqe, 
-ntai
Ιnfinitive
pe-paideu-ke,nai pe-paideu/-sqai
Participle
masc. pe-paideu-kw,j, -ko,toj 
fem. -kui/a, -kui,āj
neut. -ko,j, -ko,toj
pe-paideu-me,noj, -me,nh, -me,non
B. Pluperfect
ev-pe-paideu,-kh/-kein, -khj/-keij, -kei(n), 
-ke(i)men, -ke(i)te, -ke(i)san
ev-pe-paideu,-mhn, -so, -to, -meqa, -sqe, 
-nto
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Roots ending with a dental or guttural do not have a stem-forming 
suffix -k-; instead these sounds are usually aspirated (e.g. te,-tac-a ‘I have 
arranged’ from tag-). Other, sometimes very old, intransitive perfects be-
long to a “strong” type without -k-, but with root ablaut (e.g. pe,-poiq-a ‘I 
have trusted’ from middle pres. pei,qomai, ge,-gon-a ‘I have become’ beside 
later gege,nhmai from pres. gi,gnomai ‘to become’ or suppletive from eivmi, 
‘to be’).
4. Syntax
4.1. Case syntax
The nominative is used for the subject of a clause and for attributes and 
predicate nominals agreeing with it. The vocative is used for address, 
often in combination with the particle w=.
The accusative stands for the direct object, whether affected (o`do.n 
o`ra,w ‘to see a path’), effected (o`do.n poie,w ‘to make a path’), or – also with 
intransitive verbs – an inner object (o`do.n ei=mi ‘to follow a path’; similarly 
with substantivized neuter adjectives: deina. u`bri,zw ‘to commit outra-
geous sacrilege’). Some verbs are construed with double accusative (e.g. 
aivte,w tina, ti ‘to ask someone for something’). The accusative further ex-
presses extension in space or time (e.g. trei/j h`me,raj ple,w ‘to sail for three 
days’) and also occurs as a free accusative of relationship with adjectives, 
participles, or intransitive verbs (avlge,w tou.j po,daj ‘to have pain in the 
feet’, kalo.j tou.j po,daj ‘beautiful as regards the feet’).
The genitive marks possession in the widest sense (belongings, char-
acteristics, material, etc.: e.g. triw/n h`merw/n o`do,j ‘a journey of three days’), 
and hence, as a “partitive” genitive, the assemblage/group to which 
something belongs (e.g. ti,j h`mw/n; ‘who of us?’; post-Classically evx ‘out 
of’ + gen. instead). The genitive is also partitive with verbs of partici-
pating, touching, governing, etc., and with verbs of perception, where 
Greek likes to emphasize the fact that the object is only partially affected 
(Perikle,ouj avkou,w ‘to heed Pericles’, oi;nou pi,nw ‘to drink (some) wine’, 
tw/n Boiwtw/n a;rcw ‘to rule over the Boeotians’). The prehistoric syncre-
tism of the ablative (§3.1.1) with the genitive explains the ablatival use 
of the genitive with verbs of separation (later often avpo,/evx ‘from/out of’ 
+ gen.) and in comparisons (kalli,wn i[ppou ‘more beautiful than a horse’; 
but also kalli,wn Vh . i[ppoj).
The dative indicates the indirect object, but also occurs as a free da-
tive of advantage (‘to do something for someone’). This is the basis of its 
use for the agent of an action in the passive perfect, while in other tenses 
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of the passive the preposition u`po, + genitive is usually used instead. Once 
again because of prehistoric case syncretism, the dative further assumes 
the functions of the earlier instrumental and locative; to the former be-
long the dative of manner (tou,tw| tw|/ tro,pw| ‘in this way’), the instrumen-
tal dative (li,qoij ba,llw ‘to pelt with stones’), and the datives of motive 
(euvnoi,a| poie,w ti ‘to do something out of good will’) and measure (pollw|/ 
kalli,wn ‘much more beautiful’); and to the latter the temporal dative 
(tau,th| th|/ h`me,ra| ‘on this day’). Actual locations usually require a preposi-
tion (e.g. evn VAqh,naij ‘in Athens’), but government relationships of prepo-
sitions that arose from syntactically free adverbs still reflect the ancestral 
assignment of cases. Thus “ablatival” prepositions like para, ‘from’ and evx 
‘out of’ take the genitive, “locatival” prepositions like para, ‘at, near’ and 
evn ‘in’ take the dative, and “directional” ones like para, ‘along, toward’ 
and eivj ‘into’ take the accusative.
Starting in the Koine, a striking increase in prepositional syntagms 
can be observed (cf. above on the genitive). This is especially noticeable 
in the Late Roman–Byzantine period in the dative, which in Modern 
Greek is replaced by the genitive or by eivj + accusative. The periphrasis 
of the instrumental dative with evn + dative in Biblical Greek, on the other 
hand, may be due to Semitic influence.
4.2. Syntax of the verb
4.2.1. Voice
The active and passive voices are used much as in English. The passive 
occurs above all when the agent of the action cannot or is not wanted to 
be specified, or is less relevant. Certain verbs that are strictly speaking 
intransitive like a;rcw + genitive ‘to rule over’ can also be passivized.
The middle implies a particular involvement of the subject of the 
verb in the action. With some verbs (esp. of personal hygiene: e.g. lou,omai 
‘to wash oneself’) a directly reflexive relationship (identity of agent and 
patient) can be represented, but the reflexive pronoun (§3.3.5) is normally 
used for this purpose. More commonly, the middle expresses indirect re-
flexivity, in which a patient distinct from the agent is present (as direct 
object), but the agent is the beneficiary of the action (e.g. paraskeua,zomai 
ploi/on ‘I am preparing a ship (for myself)’). Similarly middle are verbs 
with a causative meaning, where the agent alters his/her own mental 
or physical state or where the subject non-agentively undergoes an al-
teration of his/her state (stre,fw ‘to turn (something)’ vs. stre,fomai ‘to 
turn oneself’, evkplh,ttw ‘to frighten (someone)’ vs. evkplh,ttomai ‘(intr.) 
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to be frightened’). Similar semantic relationships are also found in 
“deponent” verbs that have no active forms (e.g. aivsqa,nomai ‘to perceive’).
4.2.2. Tense and aspect
The present indicative is used not only for specific and general/habitual 
statements about the present of the speech act, but also for atemporal 
utterances. It occurs in a stylistically marked fashion with non-stative 
verbs as a historical present, where the visualization underscores the 
narrative relevance of the event portrayed in this way.
The perfect also has present reference, primarily describing the cur-
rent state of the subject as the result of a past action (e.g. pe,poiqa ‘to be 
convinced’ as the result of past pei,qomai ‘to become convinced’, te,qnhka 
‘to be dead’ from avpoqnh|,skw ‘to die’). Since from the Classical period on 
transitive-active perfects could also increasingly be formed, in which 
the resulting state concerns not only the subject but also the object (e.g. 
ge,grafa evpistolh,n lit. ‘I am one who has written a letter’ > ‘I have written a 
letter’), in the Hellenistic period the perfect developed gradually into 
a narrative past tense, which eventually became synonymous with the 
aorist and was ousted by it.
The specific or general future (from the point of view of the speech 
act) is indicated by the future (or the future perfect in the case of states 
whose present reference is expressed by the perfect). In the Classical pe-
riod only rarely, but in the Hellenistic period more commonly, a para-
phrase with me,llw + infinitive can be used instead (‘to be about to’; only 
late qe,lw i[na lit. ‘to want’). The Koine also knows a colloquial futuric 
present.
The relationship between the past tenses (indicative) aorist and im-
perfect is aspectually determined. The “complexive” (or “perfective,” 
but unrelated to the perfect) aspect of the aorist stem contrasts with 
the “non-complexive”/“imperfective” aspect of the present stem (pres., 
imperf.). The aorist expresses such past actions as are apprehended in 
their entirety, without their internal development being of any impor-
tance. This does not necessarily presuppose punctuality: a clause like 
o` path.r e;th tria,konta w|;khse evn VAqh,naij ‘the father lived in Athens for 
thirty years’ with the aorist w|;khse of the durative verb oivke,w is perfectly 
grammatical. In context, an “ingressive” interpretation of the aorist of 
durative verbs often results (e.g. pres. basileu,w ‘I am king’, aor. evbasi,leusa 
‘I became king’).
The imperfect (and the pluperfect as “imperfect of the perfect”), in 
contrast, is used for a “progressive presentation,” in which the action is 
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perceived in its individual steps or as a development. Thus the imperfect 
not only describes former states or repeated events, but also portrays 
background events pictorially, within or following which a (foreground) 
event takes place. A special case is represented by the imperfectum de co‑
natu, in which an imperfect like evdi,dou is to be interpreted as ‘he offered’ 
(not ‘he gave (repeatedly)’).
Purely aspectual – and hence without past reference – is the use of 
the aorist stem in the rare “gnomic aorist” (for generalized maxims), in 
the non-indicative moods, and in the infinitives and participles (cf. also 
§4.2.4, 4.2.5).
4.2.3. Moods
Factual statements, or statements presented as factual, and questions 
about them are made in the indicative. The indicative imperfect or aorist 
(according to the aspect) is used with the modal particle a;n in irrealis 
(counterfactual) statements (negative ouv; e.g. evpoi,ei/evpoi,hse a;n ‘he would 
do/would have done’) and for repetition in the past (o`po,te  . . . , e;lege/ei=pe 
a;n ‘whenever  . . . , he used to say’). Without a;n, but with introductory 
ei;qe/eiv ga,r (later also grammaticalized w;felon, lit. ‘I owed’), the indicative 
expresses an unfulfilled wish (negative mh,).
The subjunctive originally represents an action as subjectively ex-
pected or expectable. In clauses of command (neg. mh,) the 1st person 
is used for demands on the self (mh. tou/to le,gwmen ‘let us not say that’), 
while the negated 2nd person of the aorist subjunctive replaces a negated 
aorist imperative (“prohibitive” subjunctive: ‘do not begin to  . . . ’). The 
“deliberative” subjunctive in questions expresses the hesitant thought of 
the speaker (ti, le,gwmen; ‘what should we say?’, poi/ tij fu,gh|; ‘where can/
should one flee?’).
The optative, qua mood of possibility, is found in main clauses in 
wishes assumed to be fulfillable (with or without ei;qe/eiv ga,r, neg. mh,; 
e.g. mh. ge,noito tau/ta ‘hopefully that will not happen!’), but above all as 
the “potential” optative with a;n (negative ouv) to present possible actions 
(le,goi tij a;n ‘one might say’) or to formulate politely mitigated asser-
tions (w[ra a:n ei;h ‘it must be time’). As the optative disappeared in the 
Hellenistic period, it was replaced here by e.g. an indicative future.
The imperative is the mood of command (neg. mh,). However, expres-
sions of demand can also be formulated otherwise, depending on the 
pragmatic situation (e.g. dei/ crh, + infinitive ‘one must’, verbal adjective 
in -te,oj, potential formulations like le,goij a;n ‘you could speak = please 
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speak’, ouv mh, + indicative future or subjunctive for emphatically negated 
future statements, etc.).
The use of moods in subordinate clauses is similar to that in main 
clauses, but it is also partly determined by the type of subordinate clause 
(cf. §4.3.2). After secondary tenses (indicative aorist, imperfect, pluper-
fect, historical present), a subordinate clause may contain an “oblique” 
optative instead of an indicative or subjunctive (but this optative too dis-
appears in the Koine). Similarly, in the Classical period the “prospective” 
subjunctive is restricted to subordinate clauses (with a;n, in part merged 
into the conjunction: eiv + a;n = eva,n, o[te + a;n = o[tan, etc.); it refers to a future 
or general state of affairs (e.g. o[stij a:n tou/to poih,sh|, zhmiwqh,setai/zhmiou/
tai ‘whoever does this will be punished’). For the “iterative” optative in 
subordinate clauses see §4.3.2.
4.2.4. Infinitive
Infinitives and infinitive constructions occur as independent clauses 
only exceptionally (e.g. as jussive infinitives in legal language). They 
are normally obligatory constituents depending on (a) verbs of wish-
ing, desiring, commanding/prohibiting, ability, etc.; impersonal expres-
sions like dei/ crh, ‘one must’; and adjectives of ability and quality (e.g. 
deino.j le,gein ‘skilled in speech’, bou,lomai avpelqei/n ‘I want to depart’) 
(“dynamic infinitive,” neg. mh,); and (b) verbs of thinking and speak-
ing, where they imply the actual or supposed factuality of the event 
less explicitly than subordinate clause constructions e.g. with o[ti ‘that’ 
(“declarative infinitive,” neg. ouv: e.g. e;fh avfike,sqai ‘he said he (himself) 
had come’; for o[ti see §4.3.2). While in the dynamic infinitive the use of 
the aorist or present variant is aspectually determined, and the infini-
tive future does not occur (present bou,lomai deipnei/n vs. aorist bou,lomai 
deipnh/sai ‘I want to eat’ according to how greatly the act of eating is of 
interest: §4.2.2), in the declarative infinitive the infinitive aorist mostly 
conveys anteriority, the infinitive present simultaneity, and the infini-
tive future, futurity. Already in the Koine the dynamic infinitive is in 
many places encroached upon by a purpose clause with i[na + sub-
junctive, and the declarative infinitive is increasingly replaced by o[ti 
(later pw/j).
When and only when the subject of the declarative infinitive is dif-
ferent from the subject of the superordinate verb, an Accusativus cum In‑
finitivo construction is used in Classical Greek, with the subject of the 
infinitive appearing in the accusative (e.g. e;lege to.n poli,thn avfike,sqai 
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‘he said that the citizen had arrived’). If this construction is passivized, a 
Nominativus cum Infinitivo results (e.g. o` poli,thj avfike,sqai evle,geto ‘it was 
said that the citizen had arrived’).
The substantivized infinitive with article is already found in the 
Classical period, but becomes particularly common in (literary) Hellen-
istic Greek. When combined with prepositions it can even replace en-
tire subordinate clauses; its subject too is in the accusative (e.g. pro. tou/ 
avnabai,nein tou.j ma,rturaj ‘before the arrival of the witnesses = before the 
witnesses arrive’). Worth mentioning, finally, is the infinitive of purpose 
after verbs like di,dwmi ‘to give’ (e.g. di,dwmi, soi tou/to fagei/n ‘I give you 
this to eat’).
4.2.5. Participles
Participles or participial constructions occur obligatorily after verbs of 
knowing and perceiving, and in part also after verbs of showing and 
announcing (e.g. to.n Mh/don i;smen/o`rw/men evlqo,nta ‘we know/see that/how 
the Medes are coming’ = Accusativus  cum  Participio; also Nominativus 
cum Participio when the subject of the participle and the finite verb is the 
same: o`rw/men avdu,natoi o;ntej ‘we see that we are powerless’); after verbs 
of emotion (e.g. cai,rw dialego,menoj u`mi/n ‘I am happy to talk to you’); after 
verbs that express the manner of being in a given state (e.g. tugca,neij 
parw,n ‘you happen to be present’); and after “phasal” verbs (e.g. a;rcomai/
pau,omai le,gwn ‘I begin/stop speaking’).
Even more common are Participia coniuncta. Such participles modify 
another concordant clause component, and various semantic shadings 
are possible; these are sometimes clarified by added particles (causal a[te/
w`j, concessive kai,per, purpose w`j + future participle, etc.; thus e.g. avkou,saj 
tau/ta o` VAstua,ghj tou.j Mh,douj w[plise ‘after/because he had heard this, 
Astyages armed the Medes’). The “genitive absolute” is related, in which 
a construction of a noun/pronoun + participle in the genitive that is not 
otherwise anchored in the clause is used for adverbial expansion (tw/n 
Mh,dwn avpoqano,ntwn oi` {Ellhnej e;cairon ‘after/when/because the Medes 
had died, the Greeks rejoiced’). Present participles convey simultaneity, 
aorist participles anteriority, and future participles posteriority with 
respect to the superordinate verb.
Like adjectives, participles can also modify a substantive (oi` nu/n 
o;ntej a;nqrwpoi ‘today’s people’, lit. ‘the now being people’; also sub-
stantivized, e.g. o` a;rcwn ‘the ruling = ruler’). Paraphrases of finite verbs 
using participles + eivmi, ‘to be’ or e;cw ‘to have’ are still exceptional in the 
Classical period (except in the perfect: §3.5.5).
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4.3. Clause structure
4.3.1. Concord, word order, coordination
Subject and predicate (including a predicate noun) agree, as far as possi-
ble, in person, number, case, and gender. The peculiar use of a finite verb 
in the singular with a subject in the neuter plural is very old (tau/ta kala, 
evstin ‘this is beautiful’). In nominal clauses the copula eivmi, is often omitted, 
especially in impersonal expressions like aivscro,n (evsti) ‘it is shameful’.
Within a clause the order of components is “free” in the sense that, say, 
neither the verb nor the subject always comes first. The following order 
of pragmatic constituents can be considered basic for Classical Greek: 
(1) Topic (= information that serves as an orientation framework), (2) Focus 
(= new information), (3) Verb (if distinct from (1) or (2)), (4) Other elements. 
Enclitics tend to occur in second position in the clause. However, because 
they often depend on the verb, the order Verb – Subject – Object becomes 
increasingly set during the Hellenistic period.
The concatenation of clause elements and entire clauses is only rarely 
asyndetic; more often one or several clause- and discourse-structuring 
particles are used (kai, ‘and’, (me,n-)de, ‘(on the one hand) but (on the other 
hand)’, ou=n ‘thus’, toi,nun ‘therefore’, dh, ‘accordingly’, etc.).
4.3.2. Subordination
As subordinate clauses we find subject and object clauses that are re-
quired by a verb phrase, attributive clauses (relative clauses), and adver-
bial clauses as free complements. Among the former are assertive clauses 
following verbs of saying, perceiving, etc., which are usually introduced 
by o[ti or w`j ‘that, how’ (+ mood of an assertion or oblique optative: §4.2.3) 
(e.g. ei=pen o[ti yeu,detai/yeu,saito ‘he said that he was lying’), clauses of 
desire following verbs of caring (with o[pwj (mh,) + indicative future, or 
in the Classical period more rarely subjunctive; e.g. evpime,lesqai ‘to see 
to it that’) and following verbs of fearing (e.g. fobei/sqai mh,/mh. ouv + sub-
junctive/oblique optative ‘to fear that/lest’), and dependent interrogative 
clauses (+ mood of an independent question or oblique optative: e.g. 
hvporou/men o[ ti poiw/men/poioi/men ‘we did not know what we should do’).
Among adverbial clauses are causal clauses (conjunctions include o[ti, 
dio,ti ‘because’, evpei,  evpeidh, ‘since’, neg. ouv), consecutive clauses (w[ste + in-
dicative (neg. ouv) for actual consequences, w[ste + infinitive (neg. mh,) for po-
tential consequences), purpose clauses (i[na, o[pwj (mh,) + subjunctive/oblique 
optative), conditional and concessive clauses, and temporal clauses.
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Among conditional clauses (conjunction eiv ‘if’ or eva,n, neg. mh,) and the 
parallel concessive clauses (conjunction eiv/eva.n kai, ‘although’, kai. eiv/eva,n 
‘even if’) the types shown in Table 17 appear according to the degree of 
certainty involved. The prospective construction is also found in future 
or general temporal clauses (conjunctions e.g. o[te (o`po,te) or o[tan (o`po,tan) 
‘when, whenever’, evpei,/evpeidh, or evpa,n/evpeida,n ‘when, after’, e[wj (a;n) ‘until’, 
avfV ou- ‘since’, evn w|- ‘while’), as in o[tan tij avpoqa,nh|, pa,ntej lupou/ntai ‘when 
someone dies, all are saddened’. Temporal clauses referring to the past, 
on the other hand, are in the indicative, or with repeated events in the it-
erative optative (o`po,te tij avpoqa,noi, pa,ntej evlupou/nto ‘whenever someone 
died, all were saddened’). The conjunction pri,n ‘before’ operates like the 
other temporal conjunctions after negative main clauses, but after posi-
tive ones it requires an infinitive construction (tou/to evge,neto pri.n pa,ntaj 
parei/nai ‘this happened before all were there’).
Similar to the adverbial clauses are relative clauses with conditional, 
causal, consecutive, or purpose (subordinate) meaning; thus, for exam-
ple, conditional relative clauses too can have an indefinite, prospective, 
potential, or counterfactual function. However, purpose relative clauses 
require in the Classical period the indicative future, not, as later, the sub-
junctive of purpose clauses. Relative clauses without such nuances are 
construed like main clauses. The attraction of the relative pronoun to 
the case of its antecedent is quite common (e.g. su.n toi/j qhsauroi/j oi-j 
(instead of ou]j) o` path.r kate,lipe ‘with the treasures that my father left be-
hind’). Occasionally the antecedent itself is incorporated into the relative 
clause (e.g. tou,touj evpoi,ei a;rcontaj h-j katestre,feto cw,raj ‘these he made 
rulers of the land that he conquered’).
5. Word formation
Only a few particularly productive types of the many derivational pat-
terns can be mentioned here. Deverbals include the nomina  agentis in 
Table 17. Classical Greek conditional clause types
Protasis (‘if . . .’) Apodosis (‘then . . .’)
Indefinite eiv + indicative mood according to type of statement
Prospective eva,n + subjunctive indicative future (or imperative) = future
indicative present = general
Potential eiv + optative (potential) optative + a;n
Irrealis eiv + indicative 
imperfect/aorist
(counterfactual) indicative imperfect/aorist + a;n
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-thj, -tou (alongside fem. -tria/-tri,j: e.g. poihth,j/poih,tria ‘poet(ess)’ from 
poie,w ‘to make’), which replace older -th,r/-twr; the nomina actionis in -sij, 
-sewj (also -(s)mo,j), which are popular in periphrases like ma,qhsin poieói-
sqai = manqa,nein ‘to learn’; and the nomina rei actae in -ma, -matoj (poi,hma 
‘poem’). Denominals include the abstracts in -i,a/-ei,a (avdiki,a ‘injustice’ 
from a;dikoj, also deverbal beside verbs in -e,w: naumaci,a ‘sea battle’ next to 
naumace,w); -(o,)thj, -(o,)thtoj fem. (melano,thj ‘blackness’ from melan-); -su,nh 
(dikaiosu,nh ‘justice’ from di,kaioj); and -ikh, (r`htorikh, ‘rhetoric’ from r`h,twr 
‘orator’), the latter representing the substantivized feminine of one of the 
many denominal adjectives in -iko,j. From the Classical period on, -iko,j 
competes with the older but still productive relational suffix -ioj (-aioj, 
-eioj); and in the form -tiko,j (which originally belonged to nouns in -thj), 
it is also used deverbally (dialektiko,j from diale,gomai ‘to converse’).
Further important adjectival suffixes are -inoj on adjectives of ma-
terial, which in part replaces older -eoj > -ou/j (e.g. xu,linoj ‘wooden’); 
the poetic -eij, -entoj, which indicates abundance of something (r`odo,eij 
‘rich in roses’); and -w,dhj, -w,douj (avndrw,dhj ‘manly’ from avnh,r ‘man’); im-
portant substantival suffixes are -i,j, -i,doj (Hellenistically also -issa) for 
motionsfeminina (in place of the old *‑ya: §3.1.3), esp. in the suffix com-
bination -tri,j (see above and cf. auvvlhtri,j ‘flute girl’ from auvvle,w ‘to play 
the flute’); denominal -thj, -tou in names of professions and -i,thj/-ia,thj 
in ethnonyms (nau,thj ‘sailor’ from nau/j ‘ship’, VAbdhri,thj ‘man from Ab-
dera’); -ion, -i,dion, -a,rion, -u,llion, and -i,skoj in diminutives (oivki,dion ‘lit-
tle house’ from oi=koj); and the aforementioned -th,r, which survives in 
names of tools (lampth,r ‘lamp, torch’ from la,mptw ‘to shine’), and from 
which -th,rion especially in names of locations is derived (desmwth,rion 
‘prison’). Based on adjectives are adverbs in -wj (kalw/j ‘beautifully’).
An old verbal suffix *‑y(e/o)‑, as originally added to stems in -id-/-ad-, 
constitutes the basis for the verbs in -i,zw/-a,zw (< *‑id‑ye/o‑, *‑ad‑ye/o‑: e.g. 
evlpi,zw ‘to hope’ from evlpi,j ‘hope’). These suffixes can then appear on the 
most diverse noun stems and express all sorts of semantic relations: cf. 
deipni,zw ‘to host’ (from dei/pnon ‘meal’), persi,zw ‘to speak in Persian, to 
behave like a Persian’, or avkonti,zw ‘to throw a spear’ (from a;kwn ‘spear’). 
Substantives likewise underlie most vocalic verbs in -e,w (kosme,w ‘to 
adorn’ from ko,smoj ‘order, adornment’), -a,w (tima,w ‘to honor’ from timh, 
‘honor’), -o,w (doulo,w ‘to enslave’ from dou/loj ‘slave’), and -eu,w (paideu,w ‘to 
educate’ from pai/j ‘child’).
Finally, one may note the ease with which compounds are formed. 
Among them we find determinative compounds, in which the first com-
ponent specifies a nominal second component (e.g. h`mi,-qeoj ‘demigod’ 
from h[mi(suj) ‘half’ and qeo,j ‘god’); possessive compounds, which ex-
press a property that someone/something has (polu-a,rguroj ‘possessing 
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much silver’ from polu,j ‘much’ and a;rguroj ‘silver’; also compounds like 
a;dikoj ‘unjust’, lit. ‘possessing no justice (di,kh)’); and verbal governing 
compounds with a verbal first or second component that “governs” the 
other component (e.g. as object: fere,-nikoj or nikh-fo,roj ‘bringing victory’ 
from ni,kh ‘victory’ and fe,rw ‘to bring’). Verbs are derived from nominal 
compounds on the models already described (e.g. yeudo-ma,rtuj ‘false wit-
ness’ → yeudo-marture,w ‘to bear false witness’). True verbal compounds, 
meanwhile, are only formed from verb + (in Homeric Greek often still 
free-standing) preposition (= “preverb”) (e.g. eivs-fe,rw ‘to carry in’).
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